Activation of Monocytes and Platelets by Monoclonal Antibodies or Malaria-infected Erythrocytes Binding to the CD36 Surface Receptor in vitro
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Abstract

The CD36 leukocyte differentiation antigen, recognized by MAbs OKM5 and OKM8 and found on human monocytes and endothelial cells, has been implicated as a sequestration receptor for erythrocytes infected with the human malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum (IRBC). CD36 is also expressed on platelets and appears to be identical to platelet glycoprotein IV. We investigated receptor activation of monocytes and platelets by anti-CD36 MAbs and by IRBC. Incubation of human monocytes with anti-CD36 MAbs or IRBC resulted in stimulation of the respiratory burst as measured by reduction of nitroblue tetrazolium and generation of chemiluminescence. Incubation of human platelets with anti-CD36 MAbs resulted in platelet activation as measured by aggregation or ATP secretion. Activation of monocytes and platelets required appropriate intracellular transmembrane signaling and was inhibited by calcium antagonists or by specific inhibitors of protein kinase C or guanine nucleotide binding proteins. Soluble CD36 inhibited binding of IRBC to both monocytes and platelets, suggesting that these interactions are mediated by the CD36 receptor. Using a cytochemical electron microscopic technique, the presence of reactive oxygen intermediates was identified at the interface between human monocytes and IRBC. These data provide support for the hypothesis that reactive oxygen intermediates produced by monocytes when IRBC ligands interact with cell surface receptors may play a role in the pathophysiology of falciparum malaria.

Introduction

For many microorganisms, attachment to specific cells and tissues, mediated by ligands that are complementary to host cell receptors, is a critical event that determines pathogenicity. Malaria caused by Plasmodium falciparum is characterized by sequestration of erythrocytes infected with mature trophozoite and schizont stages of the parasite. These infected erythrocytes (IRBC) bind to host endothelium via electron-dense protrusions, commonly referred to as knobs, on the erythrocyte membrane (1). Knobs are not present on erythrocytes infected with immature ring stage parasites, and only at this stage of parasite development do IRBC circulate freely (2–4). Knob-positive (K+) IRBC have been shown to bind in vitro to human endothelial cells (5), some melanoma cell lines (6, 7), human monocytes (8, 9), and phorbol ester–differentiated U937 histiocytic lymphoma cells (10).

The pathophysiological significance of IRBC sequestration is complex. Sequestration appears to contribute to parasite survival by allowing nondeformable IRBC to avoid the filtering action of the spleen (11–14). Sequestration may also contribute to host pathology. Sequestration in cerebral postcapillary venules is a uniform feature of fatal cerebral malaria (15, 16) and may be responsible for the central nervous system lactic acidosis that is associated with a fatal outcome (17). In addition, mononuclear phagocytes are often found in regions of sequestered IRBC (2–4, 16, 18–20), and secretory products released by monocytes and macrophages, including reactive oxygen intermediates and tumor necrosis factor (TNF), may contribute to host pathology (21, 22).

The preferential localization of IRBC to vascular endothelium in specific sites within organs such as the brain (15, 16), lung (18), kidney (3, 4), and placenta (19, 20) implies a restricted distribution of cell membrane receptors. We have previously reported that the expression of an 88-kD glycoprotein leukocyte differentiation antigen, defined by MAb OKM5 and designated CD36 (23), correlates with cytoadherence (9,10). MAb OKM5 also inhibits and reverses cytoadherence of IRBC to monocytes, endothelial cells, and C32 melanoma cells (9), suggesting that CD36 may be a malaria sequestration receptor. CD36 has recently been purified from platelets, where it is known as glycoprotein IV (24). Purified CD36 binds with receptor-like specificity to IRBC and inhibits cytoadherence of IRBC to melanoma cells and endothelial cells (25), providing direct evidence in support of the hypothesis that CD36 is a sequestration receptor.

We now report that anti-CD36 MAbs activate human platelets, as measured by aggregation or ATP release, and stimulate human monocytes to release reactive oxygen intermediates, mimicking the effects of IRBC (8, 26). These data suggest a mechanism for specific activation of host inflammatory responses by ligands on the surface of IRBC, and imply that the conformation of these ligands may mimic the antibody combining site of these anti-CD36 MAbs.

Methods

Materials. MAbs OKM1, OKM5, and OKM8 were gifts from Dr. G. Goldstein and Dr. M. Talal, Ortho Pharmaceutical, Raritan, NJ. MAb OKM5 conjugated to FITC was purchased from Ortho. MAb 2A12, which recognizes a Trypanosoma brucei variable surface glycoprotein,
was provided by Dr. Ted Hall, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, DC. Purified CD36 was a gift of Dr. N. Tandon and Dr. G. A. Jamieson, American Red Cross, Rockville, MD. Amonitrazole, ADP, AA, cerium chloride, cholera toxin, EDTA, glutaraldehyde, horseradish peroxidase type II, 1-(5-isoquinolinesulfonyl)-2-methylpiperazine dihydrochloride (H-7), luminol, luciferin-luciferase, nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT), pertussis toxin, thrombin, trypsin, and verapamil were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO. Cell-Tak was obtained from Biopolymers, Inc., Farmington, CT.

Parasites. *P. falciparum* clones IgG2F6 (27) and FCR-3 (28) with the knobby (+) phenotype, and a knobless (−) line derived from the Uganda Palo Alto/PLF-3 B11 clone (29) were cultured as previously described (30, 31). The K− phenotype was confirmed by electron microscopy and lack of reactivity with a MAb against the knob-associated, histidine-rich protein (MAb 89, kindly provided by Dr. Diane Taylor, Georgetown University, Washington, DC). IgG2F6 parasites were selected for different adherence phenotypes (+ or −) by sequential passages of IRBC over monolayers of C32 melanoma cells (32). In brief, IRBC with increased cytoadherence (+ phenotype) were selected by incubating IRBC with melanoma cells for 1 h, removing nonadherent IRBC, adding fresh uninfected erythrocytes, and culturing overnight to allow merozoite invasion to occur. The parasites used in the present experiments were selected for the C+ phenotype 18 times (P18) or were subclones of parasites selected for the C+ phenotype 31 times (clone 11G). K+ IRBC with decreased cytoadherence (− phenotype) were selected by collecting nonadherent IRBC after sequential incubations with melanoma cells until no adherent cells were observed by light microscopy. These nonadherent cells were continued in culture. The parasites used in the present experiments were from the IgG2F6 clone, which was selected for the C− phenotype 18 times before subcloning to yield the E8 clone.

For some experiments, K+/IRBC were enriched by sedimentation of erythrocytes (3% parasitemia) in gelatin for 1 h at 37°C. Erythrocytes remaining in the supernatant (35% parasitemia) were removed, washed twice in RPMI 1640, and resuspended in complete medium (RPMI 1640 with 25 mM Hepes, 32 mM NaHCO₃, and 10% normal human serum).

**Cell preparation.** Blood was collected into 1:10 vol of 3.8% sodium citrate. Platelet-rich plasma, obtained by centrifugation at 180 g for 15 min at room temperature, was kept at room temperature in polypropylene tubes and used within 3 h.

Monocytes were isolated by layering blood onto Ficoll-Hypaque density gradients (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Piscataway, NJ) and centrifuging at 250 for 60 min at room temperature. The mononuclear cell−enriched interface was recovered, washed, and resuspended in complete medium. Cells (2.5 × 10⁶/ml) were plated onto tissue culture flask and incubated at 37°C in 7.5% CO₂. After 2 h, nonadherent cells were aspirated and the remaining attached cells were incubated for 15 min in 7 mM EDTA at 37°C. After vigorous pipetting, the recovered cells, > 90% monocytes by morphologic criteria, were washed and resuspended in complete medium to 2 × 10⁶/ml.

**Chemiluminescence assays.** Luminol-dependent chemiluminescence of monocytes in response to anti-CD36 MAbs was performed in a Lumi-aggregometer (Chrono-Log Corp., Havertown, PA) adapted to measure the onset of the respiratory burst in agonist-induced leukocytes (33). Monocytes (2 × 10⁵ in 0.5 ml) were suspended in HBSS without phenol red and incubated for 5 min at 37°C in a sample holder containing 10 μM luminol and 9 U horseradish peroxidase. Stimuli and inhibitors were pipetted into the magnetically stirred sample, and the chemiluminescence progress curves were plotted on an X-Y recorder.

Luminol-dependent chemiluminescence of monocytes in response to IRBC was measured in a liquid scintillation counter in the off−coincidence mode on the tritium channel. Monocyte monolayers on round glass coverslips were placed into liquid scintillation vials. A stock solution of luminol (2 × 10⁻⁵ M in DMSO) was diluted to 2 × 10⁻⁴ M in PBS, and 0.5 ml was added to each vial together with 0.5 ml complete medium. The chemiluminescence response was triggered by the addition of 30 μl of a 5% suspension of uninfected erythrocytes or IRBC (FCR-3 strain, enriched to 35% parasitemia, with or without pretreatment with trypsin at 100 μg/ml). Vials were counted for 12 s every 10 min. Results are expressed as net counts per minute (counts per minute in samples with monocytes minus counts per minute in samples without monocytes).

**In vitro cytoadherence assay and NBT reduction.** Monocytes (2 × 10⁶ in 0.5 ml) were pipetted into 24-well tissue culture plates and incubated at 37°C in 7.5% CO₂ for 90 min. Medium was aspirated and 250-μl aliquots of a 2% suspension of IRBC (3–10% parasitemia) were added to wells containing monocytes. In some experiments IRBC were incubated with purified CD36 for 30 min before being added to monocytes. After 2 h unattached erythrocytes were aspirated and the wells rinsed with medium. The remaining IRBC bound to monocytes were fixed in methanol, stained with Giemsa, and counted under a microscope (magnified 1,000 times). At least 100 monocytes were counted and the percentage of cells binding at least one IRBC was calculated. In some experiments NBT (1 mg/ml) was added simultaneously with the IRBC. In other experiments NBT was added simultaneously with MAbs. Monocytes with and without bound IRBC were scored positive if they contained a blue-black precipitate, indicating reduction of NBT to formazan as a result of respiratory burst activity. In some experiments monocytes were incubated with H-7, pertussis toxin, or cholera toxin for 30 min before the addition of NBT and IRBC or MAbs. These metabolic inhibitors did not affect the level of cytoadherence of IRBC to monocytes.

**Electron microscopy.** An ultrastructural cytochemical assay to localize hydrogen peroxide between opposing membranes was performed in samples of IRBC attached to monocytes according to previously described techniques (34, 35). Monocyte monolayers were cultured with IRBC for 40 min at 37°C. Nonadherent erythrocytes were then aspirated and the culture plates incubated in a solution of 100 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 10 mM aminotriazole, 5% sucrose, and 2 mM cerium chloride. After incubation at 37°C for 90 min cells were detached from the wells with a rubber policeman and fixed for 2 h in 2% glutaraldehyde, postfixed in osmium tetroxide, dehydrated, and embedded in Epon. Ultrathin sections were mounted on grids and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate.

**Platelet function studies.** Platelet aggregation and ATP secretion in platelet-rich plasma was determined in a Lumi-aggregometer (Chrono-Log Corp.) (36). Platelet aggregation was measured as the percent increase in light transmission after the addition of agonist, or agonist plus inhibitor, to platelet-rich plasma. ATP secretion from platelet storage granules was measured simultaneously by a luciferin−luciferase assay. Briefly, 400 μl platelet-rich plasma (3 × 10⁹/ml) was added to magnetically stirred siliconized glass vials and incubated at 37°C. Luciferin-luciferase (50 μl of a 40 mg/ml stock solution) and 50 μl of 10X agonist were added to give a final vol of 500 μl. In some experiments varying concentrations of H-7, pertussis toxin, or cholera toxin were added 2 min before addition of agonists. Platelets aggregated normally in response to thrombin, epinephrine, ADP, and AA.

**Platelet binding to IRBC.** Round glass coverslips were incubated for 20 min with Cell-Tak (20 μg/ml in pH 9.6 sodium carbonate buffer) and rinsed with PBS. A 10% suspension of IRBC (7–9% parasitemia) was pipetted onto these coverslips and allowed to attach for 30 min, after which BSA (0.2% in PBS) was added to minimize nonspecific binding. Platelet-rich plasma was suspended for 10 min in paraformaldehyde (1% in sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4), overlayed onto Ficoll-Hypaque, and centrifuged at 2,000 rpm for 25 min at room temperature. Platelets collected from the interface were washed twice with PBS, resuspended to ~ 1 × 10⁹/ml in PBS, and stored at 4°C for up to 1 wk. Aliquots (80 μl) were pipetted onto coverslips with attached IRBC and incubated at 37°C. After 1 h coverslips were gently rinsed with RPMI 1640, fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde, and stained with Giemsa. At least 100 IRBC were counted to determine the mean (±SD) percentage of IRBC binding at least one platelet.

**Immunofluorescence.** CD36 is detected by immunofluorescence on ~75% of normal human monocytes (10, 37). To detect CD36 on...
platelets, aliquots of platelet-rich plasma, or platelets fixed with formalin, were incubated with FITC-conjugated MAb OKM5 (10 μg/ml) for 30 min at room temperature, washed, and examined at 1,000× magnification for surface fluorescence under ultraviolet microscopy.

**Results**

*Stimulation of monocytes by MAbs to CD36.* Anti-CD36 MAbs OKM5 and OKM8 stimulated the respiratory burst in normal human monocytes as measured by both reduction of NBT to formazan (Fig. 1 A) and luminol-dependent chemiluminescence (Fig. 2 A). The respiratory burst was not stimulated by other MAbs of the same isotype, including MAB OKM1 which recognizes the complement receptor C3bi on the surface of monocytes (38).

Because the respiratory burst depends on activation of membrane-bound NADPH oxidase by protein kinase C (39), we tested whether secretion of reactive oxygen intermediates could be modulated by the protein kinase C inhibitor H-7. NBT reduction (Fig. 1 B) and chemiluminescence (Fig. 2 B) stimulated by MAbs OKM5 were inhibited by H-7 at concentrations ≥ 100 μM. At 50 μM H-7 enhanced chemiluminescence induced by MAbs OKM5 (Fig. 2 B). The same concentration of H-7 is also known to enhance mitogen-induced activation of murine lymphocytes (40). Both cholera toxin and pertussis toxin, inhibitors of second messenger pathways controlled by the guanine nucleotide binding proteins Gs and Gi (41), inhibited NBT reduction of monocytes stimulated with MAbs OKM5 (Fig. 1 B).

*Activation of platelets by MAbs to CD36.* MAbs OKM5 and OKM8 activated normal human platelets as measured by both platelet aggregation (Fig. 3 A) and ATP secretion (Fig. 3 C) in citrated platelet-rich plasma. MAb-induced platelet activation was dose dependent (23% aggregation at 1 μg/ml and 50–60% aggregation at ≥ 2 μg/ml).

In citrated platelet-rich plasma CD36 was detected on the surface of platelet aggregates by immunofluorescence with FITC-conjugated MAb OKM5. When platelets were either suspended in EDTA or fixed with formalin before incubation with MAbs OKM5, CD36 was detected on the surface of individual platelets by immunofluorescence, but platelet aggregation did not occur. These observations suggest that platelet aggregation induced by MAbs OKM5 resulted from agonist-in-
duced stimulation rather than from agglutination. Platelet activation appeared to be calcium dependent, since both EDTA and a calcium channel blocker (verapamil) abolished aggregation and secretion induced by MAb OKM5 (data not shown).

Platelet activation induced by MAb OKM5 was inhibited in a dose-dependent manner by the protein kinase C inhibitor H-7 (Fig. 3, B and D) and by cholera and pertussis toxins (data not shown).

Stimulation of monocytes by IRBC. Binding of IRBC to normal human monocytes stimulated the respiratory burst as measured by both NBT reduction (Table I) and chemiluminescence (Fig. 4). As previously reported (8), activation of the respiratory burst occurred in the absence of detectable phagocytosis of IRBC. IRBC-induced NBT reduction was inhibited by H-7 (52.6±6.1%), cholera toxin (59.8±4.1%), and pertussis toxin (49.4±4.0%), similar to the inhibition by these agents of MAb OKM5-induced NBT reduction (Fig. 1 B).

Cytoadherence requires expression on the surface of IRBC of a ligand that is removed by treatment with trypsin (12). IRBC-induced chemiluminescence did not occur when IRBC were pretreated with trypsin (Fig. 4).

Electron-dense knobs on the IRBC surface appeared to be the sites of attachment of IRBC to monocytes (Fig. 5 A) similar to observations with endothelial cells (15, 16, 42). The B11 clone of P. falciparum does not induce knobs on IRBC (32) and did not bind to monocytes (Table I). Electron microscopy using a cytochemical method for localizing hydrogen peroxide at juxtaposed cell membranes (34, 35) corroborated the results presented here and elsewhere (8, 43), documenting a role for reactive oxygen intermediates in IRBC-macrophage interactions (Fig. 5 B).

We have recently shown that CD36, purified from platelets, inhibits the binding of IRBC to endothelial cells and melanoma cells (25). Purified CD36 also inhibited both the binding of IRBC to human monocytes (67±4.1%, mean±SE, inhibition at 10 μg/ml) and the stimulation of monocyte NBT reduction by IRBC (66±3.2% inhibition at 10 μg/ml), indicating that CD36 participates in monocyte-IRBC interactions in vitro.

Table I. Stimulation of monocyte NBT reduction by IRBC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P. falciparum strain</th>
<th>Monocytes with ≥ 1 IRBC bound</th>
<th>Monocytes with ≥ 1 IRBC bound</th>
<th>Monocytes with no IRBC bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18 (3.3)</td>
<td>65.6±8.4*</td>
<td>57.9±3.6</td>
<td>3.7±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11G (7.5)</td>
<td>55.9±8.1</td>
<td>49.5±4.1</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8 (6.8)</td>
<td>24.6±4.1</td>
<td>51.0±3.0</td>
<td>8.5±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11 (10.0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>13.7±6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninfected</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10.8±6.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monocytes attached to coverslips were incubated with NBT and IRBC that varied in their cytoadherence properties. Stained coverslips were counted to determine the percentage of monocytes binding at least one IRBC. Monocytes with and without adherent IRBC were counted separately to determine the percentage of monocytes reducing NBT.

* Mean±SD (n = 3–6).
† NA, not applicable.

Figure 4. Stimulation of monocyte chemiluminescence by IRBC. Monocytes were incubated with uninfected erythrocytes (Δ), K+ IRBC (●), or K+ IRBC pretreated with trypsin (○). Data points represent the average of duplicate samples.

Binding of IRBC to CD36 on platelets. Previous studies have shown that human platelets are activated when incubated with a suspension of IRBC (26). Platelet activation could result from either soluble products of IRBC or from direct cell-cell contact. When incubated with a mixture of infected and uninfected erythrocytes attached to coverslips, fixed human platelets adhered specifically to K+ IRBC (Fig. 6), but not to uninfected erythrocytes or K– IRBC. An average of 82±5.5%, mean±SD, K+ IRBC bound at least one platelet, but only 2.3±1.5% of K– IRBC bound at least one platelet. Platelets were not observed bound to uninfected erythrocytes. Binding of platelets to IRBC was inhibited by soluble CD36 (80±3.6%, mean±SE, inhibition by 10 μg/ml). These data suggest that CD36 participates in platelet-IRBC interactions in vitro.

Discussion

Our interpretation of the data presented in this study is that CD36 is a membrane receptor on monocytes and platelets, and triggering of this receptor by MABs or IRBC results in activation of these cells. The conclusion that IRBC ligand(s) interacting with the CD36 receptor results in activation of monocytes and platelets is based on a synthesis of various pieces of data. (a) IRBC induce activation of monocytes and platelets and, at least for monocytes, this activation requires the presence of trypsin-sensitive ligand(s) on K+ IRBC. (b) Activation of monocytes and platelets is receptor mediated, since it can be prevented by inhibitors of second messengers. (c) CD36 is a receptor. It binds to IRBC with receptor-like specificity (25), and triggering of CD36 results in signal transduction. (d) Soluble CD36 inhibits the binding of IRBC to monocytes and platelets and inhibits the activation of monocytes by IRBC.

The natural ligand for the CD36 receptor is not known. It seems unlikely that this receptor evolved primarily to interact with IRBC. Secretory products of human monocytes can kill intracellular P. falciparum parasites in vitro (8) and may provide some protection against malaria, but CD36 is also expressed on platelets, endothelial cells, erythroblasts, and various neoplastic cell lines (9, 10, 37, 44–47), and it is not obvious how the interaction of IRBC with these cells would provide selective advantage to the host. Both thrombospondin and collagen bind specifically to the CD36 molecule (48–50), suggesting that CD36 may play a role in cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions.

The observations that CD36 is involved in the interaction of IRBC with monocytes and platelets, and that both IRBC and MABS directed against the CD36 receptor cause similar
activation of these cells, suggests that both the IRBC ligand that interacts with CD36 and the antibody combining site of MAb OKM5 and OKM8 may have a similar three-dimensional configuration. In immunofluorescence and RIA MAbs OKM5 and OKM8 competitively inhibit the binding of one another (37; Ockenhouse, C. F., unpublished observations). The minor differences in the magnitude of platelet and monocyte activation by MAb OKM5 and OKM8 (Figs. 2 and 3) suggest that these two antibodies may have different affinities, or may bind to nonidentical but overlapping epitopes. Additional studies with other anti-CD36 MAbs and Fab fragments may help to clarify these possibilities.

Activation of monocytes by IRBC may play a role in the immunopathology of falciparum malaria. Cells of the mononuclear phagocyte lineage are frequently found in areas of parasite sequestration, such as in the lungs, bone marrow, liver, spleen, and placenta. Upon activation, monocytes release a variety of secretory products including IL-1, TNF, and reactive oxygen intermediates (51). Reactive oxygen intermediates induce lipid peroxidation, the products of which, especially aldehydes, are toxic to tissues (52). These toxic aldehydes may cause tissue damage at locations remote from the site of their production, and may be involved in such diverse pathological phenomena of malaria as adult respiratory distress syndrome, anemia, and spontaneous abortion. Products of mononuclear phagocytes, including TNF and reactive oxygen intermediates, have been shown to be important mediators of pathological changes in murine models of malaria (22, 53).

By interaction with IRBC, CD36 on platelets may also play a role in the thrombocytopenia that occurs commonly in patients with malaria. Human platelets express the CD36 surface antigen and can be activated by anti-CD36 MAb, including MAb OKM5 which binds with high affinity to GPIV and stimulates platelet activation with increased expression of the fibrinogen receptor GPIIbIIIa (54). In addition, platelets from patients with falciparum malaria are activated by concentra-
Figure 6. Binding of platelets to IRBC.

...tions of ADP that do not activate normal human platelets (55, 56). Normal human platelets incubated with cultures of freshly isolated \textit{P. falciparum} IRBC are aggregated when stimulated with subaggregating concentrations of known platelet agonists (26). Other factors must also contribute to thrombocytopenia in malaria, since thrombocytopenia occurs in malaria caused by other plasmodial species that do not induce expression of IRBC ligands binding to CD36.

Although our study focused on the relationship between expression of CD36 on platelets and monocytes and their ability to be activated by IRBC, endothelial cells are the primary targets to which IRBC bind in vivo. Endothelial cells are known to participate in the regulation of a variety of homeostatic processes, including coagulation and inflammation. CD36 is expressed on human endothelial cells (9), and IRBC may activate these cells to secrete factors including AA metabolites and kinins which mediate vascular inflammatory reactions. In addition to a postulated role in the pathological changes seen during malaria, CD36 may also be activated by its natural ligand(s) to initiate responses important in inflammation, coagulation, and vascular regulation.
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